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Multi-apartment buildings

from the 1950s and 1960s:

1. TOO SMALL APARTMENTS

2. DYSFUNCTIONAL APARTMENTS

3. INSUFFICIENT EARTHQUAKE SAFETY

4. INSUFFICIENT ENERGY SAVINGS



Floor area of the apartment

per capita

Overpopulated apartments



Percentage of population with substantial housing deprivation



The share of households living in the apts with at least one of the following issues:

leaking roofs, damp walls, damp bases or floors, pierced window frames or floors



250,000 inhabitants of Slovenia
live in multi-dwelling buildings built before 1963,

when no regulations have been adopted to ensure the 

earthquake safety of buildings!

A small earthquake could trigger a real social bomb (after 

the 2009 study, about 28,000 buildings would be 

damaged in Ljubljana only), and a serious earthquake 

would even be a humanitarian catastrophe.

Seismic risk



Seismic hazard map of Europe



16%
Of earthquake safety

according to today‘s standards (EC8)

15 apartments, about 35 inhabitants

Study: ZAG, 2018

20%
Of earthquake safety

according to today‘s standards (EC8)

45 apartments, about 100 inhabitants

Study: ZAG, 2016



Renovation of seismically non-save

multi-apartment building in Ljubljana

The cracks on the load-bearing facade 

were only covered with styrofoam. 

With government subsidy!



Potemkin‘s renovations

Potemkin's renovations are those 

renovations where the building, which

is worn-out in many respects, is simply 

covered with a new facade, without 

considering what kind of defects it 

actually has.



Comprehensive renovation

of multi-apartment building

Pr5





Extension:

increasing the floor

area of the existing 

apartments

Addition on top:

adding the new 

apartments





Before renovation:

- Small apartments

- No elevator

- No earthquake safety

- No thermal insulation



Comprehensive 

renovation:

1.

Larger apartments

2.

Flexibility of the

apartments



Comprehensice

renovation:

3.

New elevator(s)

4.

Renovated building

services



Comprehensice

renovation:

3.

Earthquake safety

4.

Thermal insulation





Pr5 renovation

Before / after



Pr5 renovation

Before / after



Comprehensive renovation

of multi-apartment building

Ts2





Extension:

increasing the floor

area of the existing 

apartments

Addition on top:

adding the new 

apartments









New undergound car-park in Prule (Ljubljana)

under the school‘s outdoor playground



School‘s outdoor playground 

Before the renovation



Renovated

playground

on top

The existing

playground

Underground

car-park



School‘s outdoor playground 

After the renovation
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THANK YOU!


